
 

Contract and conditions of sale of frozen 
semen of the stallion:  

      QUEL HOMME DE HUS  

This contract confirms that 1 straw of semen from Quel Homme de Hus at the price of 700 € + VAT (6%) 
without guarantee of live foal, taxes and transport. 

1 straw corresponds to ONE birth certificate, so a maximum of 1 live foal. 

If 1 straw gives more than 1 live foal, each live foal from this same straw must be declared to GD Sporthorses 
and will incur an additional cost of 700 € + VAT (6%) per live foal. 

The straw will be available to the buyer after this contract is signed and the purchase invoice has been paid. 

Not usable for ICSI. 

 
The buyer confirms that: 

 
He is responsible for the straws purchased under this contract. 

He confirms that he accepts the conditions of sale and undertakes to inform the seller in the event that the use 
of a straw would give birth to more than one live foal before declaring the birth (s) of the / additional foal (s) in a 
stud-book and to pay the amount of 700 € + VAT (6%) per additional live foal. 

Any straw purchased under this contract will be subject to these terms for life. The buyer remains fully bound 
also in the event of resale of a straw to a new buyer. The latter must be informed of this contract, accept it and 
sign it and a copy send to GD SPORTHORSES. 

The seller and the buyer confirm that: 

This contract is subject to Belgian law and will result in compensation in the event of non- compliance. 

In the event that the buyer does not declare an additional live foal from the same straw or the use of this straw 
for ICSI, he incurs a lump sum compensation equal to € 6,000 + VAT plus 6% by year of delay since the birth of 
the foal and the discovery of the fraud. 
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